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Cashwell and Everett [2I have shown that, in the 

ring C [[x^, Xg****^ of formal power series in a 

countable number of indeterminates over the field of 

complex numbers, factorization into irreducibles is 

unique up to order and units. Their proof makes 

extensive use of the fact that each P » P(x^, x2,’* *) 

£C [ik^, x2, *“.Z7 determines a sequence fPn^ of power 

series in the indeterminates x^, x2* ***xn by 

PnCx1,* * *,xn) = P(x1»*‘*, xn, 0,* * *). In particular, 

PJJCX^,***, xn) « Pn+-|(3c1»*“, x
n» 0) and> conversely, 

each such sequence uniquely determines an element P of 

0 [[x^t x2, *4,JJ . The proof is inductive, using the 

unique factorisation in G //x^,' * *, xn!7 [dland fyl, and 

the observation that P(x^,* * *, xn, 0) is a unit if and 

only if PCX^,’**, xn+^) is a unit. 

In this paper we prove a more general theorem 

about rings of power series (Th. 6.3). Our method is 

more direct because we begin by studying semigroups 

and obtain the power series theorera by specialising 

one of our main results (Th. 4.6 and Gar. 4.7)* 
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1« Preliminary definitions. 

The definitions in this section follow those of 

A.H. Clifford [33 and fi.B. Mackenzie [6.3. A semigroup 

S is a collection of elements closed under an associative 

binary operation, which we shall write multip1icatively. 

If f,g£S and S is commutative, f divides g, or fig, if 

f = g or there is some element h£S such that g = fh. 

f and g are associates if fig and gif. An element 

u 6S is a unit if u divides every element of S. In a 

commutative semigroup with an identity, the units are 

those elements which possess inverses. 

A commutative semigroup 8 with an identity e is 

regular if cancellation is permissible in 8, i.e., if 

fg = fh always implies that g = h. If S is regular, 

then f and g are associates if and only if there is a 

unit u 8 S such that f » ug. 

Let S be a regular semigroup, and let U be the group 

of units in S. For each fUS'S, let f be the class fU 

of associates of f. The semigroup S of all such classes 

under the operation I g « fg, which is independent of 

the representatives of the classes, is called the 

reduced semigroup of S. If S ® 8, then S is said to 

be reduced. 

An element f with a divisor g which is neither a 

unit nor an associate of f is said to be reducible; 
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all other non-units are said to be irreducible, f is 

prime if f/gh=>f/g or f/h. Primes are always irreducible, 

but the converse may fail to hold. 

A regular semigroup S is Gaussian if each element 

of S can be expressed as a product of irreducibles and 

if Pi***pm = q^ irreducible, implies that 

m * n and that, for some rearrangement of q^,***, qm, 

p^ is an associate of q^, i = 1,***, m. If S is reduced, 

we may replace "is an associate of” by “equals. ” A 

semigroup S is Gaussian if and only if its reduced 

semigroup S is Gaussian. 

A commutative semigroup S satisfies the divisor 

chain condition if, given any sequence £f / of elements 

of S such that fn+yj |fn, n = 1, 2,***, there is an nQ 

such that f is an associate of f for any min?n . 
n m v 1 o 

In particular, this condition is satisfied if each 

member of S has only a finite number of non-associate 

divisors. 

Theorem 1.1 [3] : A, regular semigroup is Gaussian if and 

only if it satisfies the divisor chain condition and 

its ii'reduclbles are primes. 

A subset C of a semigroup S is a co-ideal of S if 

fg 60 implies f, g<£0. Any non-empty co-ideal of S 
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contains the group U of units of S. A prime co-ideal 

is a co-ideal which is a sub-seiaigroup. The complements 

of (prime) ideals in a ring are (prime) co-ideals in 

the multiplicative semigroup of the non-zero elements 

of the ring. 

2. Chain extensions of semigroups. 

Suppose I is a set well-ordered by < and let ^ j 

be a collection of regular semigroups indexed by I. Let 

and be, respectively, the identity element and the 

group of units of S*. If i,.j 6 I, i > 3, let be a non- 

empty prime co-ideal in ana let h| be a homomorphism 

of 0^ onto S... We shall call [ss ^ T a chain of j 3 x icx r. — 

semigroups linked by fhi/ if the following conditions 

hold; 

(a) i >k > j implies cjccj: and hj * h^hj. 

(b) hj (U..) - ui. 

(c) If £S^ for each i satisfying iQ^ i ^i^ and 

h^(fi) » fj where iQ^ i< i^, then there 

is an f £0^ such that h^1(f) = for each i, 
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For £ £ u in S. J , let be the domain 
iQ^ I i £ I 

i 

of definition of f. Let S be the collection of such 

functions f satisfying: 

inf I- 
(1) j < inf If —>f(inf If) <2C ^ 

2. (This condition 

is vacuous if « I.) 

(2) o 6If and i>j^f(j) = hjf(i). 

We define a composition in 8 as follows. Let 

f,g£S. For idlpOIg, define fg(i) = f(i)g(i). 

Because is a co-ideal, fg satisfies (1): fg(inf ) 
J x£ 

inf I„ inf I, 
£ C . ±e implies f(inf I*.,,) € C . and g(inf I~ ) 

inf I„ inf I*. inf I 
£C .j Ig, so f(inf If)£0 ^ 1 or g(inf Ig) £C ^ 

s. 

Because is a subseiaigroup of S. and the h^’s are 

homomorphisms, fg satisfies (2). Under this multiplication 

S is a semigroup, which we call the extension of the 
i « 

linked chain ; h~jj • 
X j 

The function e : i~>e. is the identity of s and the «!+ 
elements u of S fox’ which u(i)<£ are the units of S. 

By virtue of (c), each is the homomorphic image of 

some sub-semigroup of 8. 
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The definition of a linked chain can be simplified 

if I is the set of natural numbers. In this case we 

need suppose only that we are given h^+<* s C^+^—-> Sn, 

where Cn
T is a prime co-ideal in Sn+^, with the property 

that [h^+^J (Un) = » 
an& hhen define h® to be 

for m>n' Thca coitions (a) and (b) 

are satisfied, and condition (c) requires only that 

h“+^ be onto, n 

3. Reductions of chain extensions. 

In this section we show that reduction and extension 

are interchangeable. This result permits us to simplify 

several of our proofs. 

Let be the reduction of S^. For i >j, 

« /ftS^ : f<fc|/ is a non-empty prime co-ideal of 

independent of the representative of f, since is a 

«M| MJ. mm 

non-empty prime co-ideal of Sj. Let h^ : —>Sj be 

given by hkf) - h^(f) for f eci. 
u u u 

Lemma 3»1i ijs a linked chain. 

Proof. For i>k>j, hj(f) ~ hj(f) » h^h^(f) 
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- sjfhjcfjj = SO (a) 

is satisfied* 

How let fi be given for iQ £ i 4. i^ such that (£j) 

«* Let f£ =» f^ . Suppose that, for iQ 
6 3 4i* 

f l has been chosen such that fT => If.. and hjj.(f j) * f£ 

for i0 *k^ j<i* Then h^(f^) « u.jfJ fox’ some uj€tLp 

If iQi k<j ^i, then ukf£ * hjc^) . hg-'hJCfjO . hJCu^fj) 

- hlCu^h^Cfj) • 80 uk “ hk^ua^* G?hus ftere 

is a unit such that k^(ui) « hj for each iQ^ j ^ i. 

Let f| o u~1fr Then 
58 *y Thus, for 

i U < i,j, there is an fj^£ such that =» fT satisfying 

h^(f|) ■ fj. Since hjjsatisfies (c), there is an 

^•/i iyj 

element f £C^ such that h^ (f) » f£ for iQ£ i<i^. But 

then h^(f) =» fj *» f^, so (c) is satisfied by E^j*. 

Clearly K^/satisfies (b), so it is a linked 

chain* 

Theorem 3*2: If S is the extension of h^ and S * is 

the extension of h^j*, then 8 and S* are isomorphic . 
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Proof: For f<£S, define the map: S —>S* by 

(/✓CF))(i) « f(i). Suppose that for each i£.I^f(i) and 

g(i) are associates. Then f(i) » u^g(i) for each i£I^. 

If u(i) « u^, then u£_S, f « ug, and f « g. Therefore 

is 1 - 1. 

How let 0<£S*. Let flnf I0 

possible to choose f^ for i £I0 

» 0(inf I0) 

such that hj 

• It is 

(q) - 

for i,j £10, i >j, and such that f^ » 0(i). Indeed, 

suppose that f^ has been chosen for each i<£iQ. Suppose 

i. 
S £0(iQ). Then (g) => u^f^ for some u^£U^ and for each 

i<i0. If j<Ul0, then u^f.. - h^°(g) - 
hj[hi°(s)J 

= h^u^) - h^(u1)hj(f1) - hjCuj^) fj, so Uj . 

Thus there is a unit u£ such that h^°(u) » for each 
o 

i £iQ. Let fx = u*’1g£0(io). Then h^C^ ) = *£1h*0(g) xo o 
* f^. Define f£S by f(i) « f^. Then^(f) = 0, so 

yU is onto. 

To show that is a homomorphism, suppose that 

f,gf S. Then [M<J g)J CD = * (fg)(i) 

» fCiJ g(i) - ^f(f)J<i)/^ (g)7(i) = £&(*)>/(I)/(i)» 

soyOt (f g) » (f )// (g). This completes the proof. 
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4. Divisibility properties of S. 

A subset 3 of I is unbounded in I if no element of 

X is greater than every element of J, 

Theorem 4.1s Suppose J is an unbounded subset of I. 

For each' let f. be an element of S. and suppose 
'r,"~rrrv~ - ..■■■ •• d *min1TT . ”rrLI' rinr"™r d 

that hu(f^> » f, if i ig3 and i > j. Then there is a 

unique f£8 such that f(j) « f4 for each ,j £ J. 
n*ai_»j» r.mrMnu r J 

Proof: We must define f^ for each k in an upper 

section of I so that it satisfies conditions (1) and 

(2) of §2* If f.. € cjj. for j €3 and k <3, let f|. = h^(f^)* 

i. 1 
If andk<^3^C j2» "t*1®11 *» ^ (£.j ) 

- v-7 - “iSfrv - 4a< v ■ 42- 

Thus the superscript on f^ is superfluous. Let f^ = fj|. 

It is clear that the infiraum of the set of k’s for which 

fjj is defined is independent of j. The function f given 

by f(k) » ffc is an element of 8 with the desired 

property. The unicity of f is clear from the construction. 

Corollary 4.2: Let f,g,p£S, let J be an unbounded 

subset of I, andfeuppose that, for each j p(j)lf(<j) 

or p(o)/g(j). Then plf or pf g> In, particular, if p(j) 

is prime in S4 for each j £J, then p is prime in S. 
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Proof: Let and ^ be the subsets of J for which 

p(j)lfCd) and p(j)|gQ), resp. Then at least one of 

and J is unbounded in J, and hence in I. Suppose 
S x 

is unbounded. For each there is a q^<£Sj such 

that f(a) « p( d )q.j - Xf i»«j CJff i> 3$ then p(;j)q^ 

■ f(j) . hj<f(i» . hJCpCi)^) - h^(p(l))h^(qi) 

- p(4)b|(q1). Thus » hj(qi>. By Theorem 4.1, there 

is a unique q £.& such that q(3) « <ly Another application 

of Theorem 4.1 shows that f(i) » p(i)q(i) for i -inf 1^ 

and hence f = pq, so plf. 

How suppose that p(d) is prime for each j £J and 

that p/fg. Then p(d)/f(d)g(d), so p(d)/f(d) or p(j)/g(d) 

for each j 6J. Thus, as above, plf or p Ig, and p is 

prime in S. This completes the proof. 

Theorem 4.3: Suppose that f £S and that ftar some iQ £"1^ 

f(iQ) is irreducible in . Then f(i) is irreducible 

in 8J if i- i , and indeed^ f is, irreducible in S. 

Proof: We may, by Theorem 3*2, assume that each 

Si is reduced. Suppose that f(i) = ab, a,b £.S^, i > iQ* 

Then hj (a)hj (b) = f(i_), so h} (a) » e, or hj (b) = ei 
XQ U xO O O ( 

4-1 

But then a = e.or bee., resp., since hf (e. ) 
11 xo xo 

&• 
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If f = gh, then either g(i ) * e* or h(i ) » e. . 
° xo ° 1o 

Hence, as above, g(i) » e^ for each i£l or h(i) = e^ 

for each i£l, reap., so g » e or h = e, resp. This 

completes the proof. 

An element f£S will be called normal if there is 

an iQ « iQ(f) such that for each i2-iQ, f(i) has a unique 

representation as a product of irreducibles in 8^. If, 

for each i sufficiently large, is Gaussian, then 

every member of S is normal. 

Theorem 4.4: Let f6 S be normal and suppose that f(i) 

is reducible for each i £1^. Then f is reducible. 

Proof: We assume again that each 8^ is reduced. 

For i$iQ(f), let f(i) » ai,-i* * ’ ai, i(i)» ai,n irreducible 

in S^, n » 1,'**, i(i). If iQ — J •hi then f(<j) 

“ h^ai,1^***k^ai,l(i))» 30 1(d) -l(i) by condition 

(b) of §2. Hence l(i) is a non-increasing integer 

valued function of i, so there is some i^<£I such that 

l(i) » lCi^) » 1 if i-i,j. The assumption that f(i) 

is reducible implies that 1=^ 2. Then i > 3 ^i^ — 

/h^(ai,i), , bJ(ai>;L)i *» ^,1* » Let 

a* « a. We now choose a. by induction for each 
X^J I u 
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0 greater than 

Let J » <£I : ^ j ^ ii and suppose that has 

been chosen so that, for each j,k£.J, k <■ j, 

(1) a^#1i and 

<2) h|(a.j) - ak. 

For each j^J, h^.Ca^ n) » for at least one n between 

1 and 1. Let : h^(a^ n) » a, n » 1,***, 1. 

Then J ** S^J ***U so at least one Jn, say Jn , is 
o 

unbounded in J. If k <£ J, j <£_J , and j ? k, then hf(a. „ ) 
no K a, nQ 

■ 4ahi^i,nJ - ■ V Ihua Jn - J- If v/e take 

a-i ** ai n * ^ken (1) and (2) hold with j replaced by i. x i,«0 

Hence, by transfinite induction, is defined for j^i^ 

satisfying (1) and (2). Let a be the element of S 

determined by the *s. Then clearly aif and a / e,f 

This completes the proof. 

Corollary 4.5* If fdg is normal and irreducible, then 

there is some i^ £_I such that f(i^) is irreducible. 

Theorem 4.6: If each member of S is normal, then 

S is Gaussian. 

Proof: It is clear that, in the notation of the 

proof of Theorem 4.4, each f£ S has no more than 2^ 
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non-associate divisors in S, where 1, of course, depends 

on f. Thus it suffices to show that each irreducible in 

S is prime. Suppose that p is irreducible and that pi fg. 

By Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.3 there is an i^ such that 

p(i) is irreducible for i ^ixj* By hypothesis there is an 

iQ such that, for i ^iQ, f(i)g(i) is expressible uniquely 

as a product of irreducibles. Let ig * max(iQ, i^). But 

p(i)/f(l)s(i), sop(i)lf(i) or pCi)lg(i) for each i ^ig. 

By Corollary 4.2, pif or pig, and p is prime in S. 

Corollary 4.7s If for i sufficiently large each 

is Gaussian, then S is Gaussian. 

5. Chain-extensions of rings. 

Let R^ be an integral domain for each i£.I and let 

h^ be a (ring) homomorphism of R^ onto for each i> j 

satisfying 

(a) i> k >j implies that h^ - h^h*. 

(b) [h|] (U^j) » U^f where is the group of 

(multiplicative) units in R^. 

(c) f^£LR^ for each i <1 i^ and h^(f^) ® f^ where 

j i ^ i^ implies there is an f <£R. such that 

i- 
hi*(f) » for each i^i^. 



Let R be the subring of the Cartesian product 

7 / R, whose members f satisfy the condition i > 3 
i£I 1 

implies f(J) « h^(f(i)). We shall call R the extension 

of the linked chain /R^J ; . 

Let be the multiplicative semigroup of non-zero 

elements of R^ and let be the complement of the 

kernel of h7. Then fe.5 hi (cij is a linked chain of 

i i i 
Cj is the restriction of h^ to C... 

The extension S of hj|c^ is clearly isomorphic 

to the multiplicative semigroup of the non-zero elements 

of R. 

Thus, as an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.?, 

we have 

Theorem 5.1s If for i sufficiently large each R^ is 

Gaussian, then R is Gaussian. 

6. Rings of vower series. 

In this section we define the ring of power series 

over a ring R with indeterminates in an arbitrary index 

set A and sho?/ that, when A is infinite, R^ is Gaussian 

if and only if Rfi is Gaussian for each finite index set B. 

semigroups, where h. 
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Our definition of R^ is due to L.3£. Durst. 

For o<C £A, let ^ be the additive semigroup H+ <£ 

non-negative integers and define M * to be the weak 

product VVjr* . Let R* = I / R**» where for each 
oi£k A ^A6M 

y^£M,R^ is the additive group of R. For f^g^R^ 

and define (fg)CA ) = ^Z~f( A )g( z'')* the number 

of summands being finite. We call the additive group 

equipped with this multiplication the ring of 

power series over R with indeterminates indexed by A. 

Index sets with equal cardinalities generate isomorphic 

power series,fover the same ring R. 

For adR the map f given by f(G^) = a* f(^/) « 0, 

/£< ^ Q^, imbeds R in R^. If R has an identity, R is 

a unitary subring of R^» and indeterminates x^ may be 

introduced explicitly in the usual ways If^x^ is the 

member of M which takes the value 1 at a^0 and 0 

otherwise, let x^ be the member of R^ which takes the 

value 1 aty^„ and 0 otherwise. The indeterminates 

commute with each other even though R say fail to be 

commutative. 

The ring R^ is commutative if R is commutative 

and is an integral domain if R is an integral domain. 

Samuel fioj has given an example of a Gaussian (local) 
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ring R whose power series extension B[[xJ] in one 

indeterminate is not Gaussian. 

Lemma 6*1: A &A8C that a member f of R^ he a unit is 

that its “constant term" f(0^) » fQ be a unit in R. 

Proofs Suppose that A is well-ordered by ^ . For 

XjV’c-M, let a supfo<^A t Z(.oC) £V{oO . 

Define ?■ ■<! TS if and only if ^(c< (^,^))< ). 

Clearly -*N well-orders-.. M and /l < 2-*- 

To show the sufficiency of the condition we choose 

g(^) by induction on/^ so that fg * 1. Let g(0) = ; 

then (fg)(0) o 1* Suppose 0 V Z>and that g(^ ) has been 

chosen for each /? An such that, for eachy01 satisfying 

2l—f(w/)g( /£) » 0. Let gC?*) 
-T 

** fC^)g(/?). Then -Z, £(^)g(/?) 

  is 1 c 

• Z__ f(V)g(/?) + fnA-C1) ZL f(^)g(/07 - 0. 

Z' % o ^ 

Thus, by induction, (fg)(/&) « 0 for eaeh^ 0, 

so fg a 1. 

The necessity is clear. 

If 0 C A, we can identify the element 

with the element of A which agrees with^x4' on B and 

which is zero on A - B. 

Suppose that I is a well-ordered set with no maximal 
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element;. For each i£l, let W(i) * [k6I s Write 

BU&M = /sup k<£ I iyu (k) ^ oj for eachyUCn^. If 

i > j, then the map ht s 

suo^ ^ 0 

sup^ £ j 

is clearly a homomorphism. The rings an<^ 

ht ffC/u) 
^ W tyto) * < 

( 0 

i ^ the homomorphisms hij form a linked chain. If f is a 

member of the extension £’ of the linked chain 

mdyu <£" Mj, then i, j > sup^ ^=>) = f(^) (/H ). 

Thus F(/^) * if(i)J pu), i> sup^, defines a unique 

element F of Bj, and each element of Bj is uniquely 

defined in this way. The correspondence F<->£ is an 

isomorphism, so we have proved 

Lemma 6.2s The power series ring R^. is isomorphic to 

the extension of the chain h^j. 

Theorem 6.3s Let H be an integral domain and A any 

infinite set. A BASC that B^ be Gaussian is that B and 

R[[x^t‘ * *, xn]], n « 1, 2,’**, be Gaussian. 

Proofs The necessity is clear. We shall prove 

the sufficiency by an induction on the cardinality of 

the index sets. Suppose 1 is a well-ordered set with 

the same cardinality as A, but that for each i<£= I, 
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W(i) has smaller cardinality. By the induction hypothesis 

each is Gaussian. Theorem 5*1 and Lemma 6.2 imply 

that Rj ~ R^ is Gaussian. This completes the proof. 

The power series ring Rllx,j,“ ' , x^ contains the 

polynomial ring x^l as a subring. Theorem 6.3 

shows that the extension Uoo of the chain S Ux^l], 

Xg}] t'"t is Gaussian if R is Gaussian. Let R* 

be the subring of corresponding to the polynomial 

subrings RZX^, * * *, xj. Although each polynomial ring 

is Gaussian, E’ is not. In particular, R* does not 

satisfy the divisor chain conditions 

1 + n i V • .. ss 

J~ ' ’.J ■ > V , 

ci + 3^x1 + XZ Z 

J * * "■> JyV V 
V t h 

and 1 + is irreducible in R', n = 1, 2,* 
* 

The restrictions of the homomorphisms h> to the 

polynomial rings satisfy conditions (a) and (c) of §5» 

but fail to satisfy condition (b), since 1 + xn is not 

a unit in R /x^, * * *, xj 

JP 
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7* ItQcal rings and some open questions. 

Iiocal rings are of considerable importance in 

the field of algebraic geometry. They have been 

studied by Krull, Chevalley, Cohen, Zarisky, Samuel, 

Auslander, Buchsbaum, Northcott, and others. Among 

the properties which have been studied is the property 

of unique factorization. 

A commutative ring JR is Noetherian if each ideal 

in S has a finite set of generators. Familiar examples 

of Haetherlan rings include the ring of integers and 

the polynomial andpower series rings in a finite number 

of Indeterminates over a field* 

A Hoetherian ring R is a local ring if it possesses 

only one maximal ideal* or, equivalently, if the set of 

non-units in R is closed under addition. The ring of 

power series in a finite number of indeterminates over 

a field is a local ring, but the ring of integers and 

the polynomial rings over a field are not local rings. 
CPQ 

In a local ring R, f\ => (0), where M is the maximal 
k=1 

ideal of R [5J. 

The dimension of a local ring R with maximal ideal 

M is the number d which equals [11J 

(1) The smallest integer r for which there exist 

r elements of 1 which generate an ideal which 
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is primary for M. 

(2) The largest number s for which there exist 

prime ideals PQ C P^ C • * • C P8__^ C M, where the 

inclusions are strict, (If R is an integral 

domain, P0 • (0)), 

A local ring E of dimension d is a regular local 

ring if there exist d elements which generate II. This 

is equivalent to the following condition /?/s If the 

set ^»*’* * xj generates M and no proper subset generates 

M, then the Ideals (x^,* * *, x^), k « 1,***, n, are prime; 

this condition is independent of the particular elements 

[tyj« Regular local rings are necessarily integral 

domains. 

For any ring R and for any prims ideal P of R, the 

ring Rp is the ring of quotients with numerators in R 

and denominatoz'S in the complement of P. A Eoetherian 

ring R is regular if the ring Bg is a regular local 

ring for each maximal ideal U of R. It is comforting 

to note that a local ring is regular if and only if it 

is a regular local ring. The ring of integers is a 

regular ring. 

Some conditions on a ring R which are known to be 

sufficient to assure that R Llx^,* * *, xnZ7 is Gaussian 

ares 



(1) R is a field [4J, 

(2) E ia a regular local ring pi3 and ho] . 

(3) H is a Gaussian regular ring pioj. 

These conditions are listed in the order of increasing 

generality. 

The extension of a chain of local rings is* in 

general, not a,local ring since it need not be Hoetherian 

Certain properties of local rings do carry oyer to such 

extensions, however. For example: 

Theorem 7* 1s If each R^ 

ring, then the extension E of the chain has a unique 
a° 

maximal ideal 1, and Ora (0). 

Proof: Let M be the set of non-units in R, and 

let f,g M. Then, for i<?I, (f - g)(i) ® f(i) - g(i)€. 

where M. is the ideal of nop-units in H,. Thus £ - g is 
a. i 

not a unit, so £ - g£M. 

bow suppose that f <= n %HS'. Then there is an CL M, 
k»1 * 

k » 1, 2, * * *, such that f *» nr . But then, since 
oo 

(n^XO - ftDeCup*. But n (Bi)
k » (01, 

k<=1 

so f(i) = 0. Thus f» 0. This completes the proof. 

of the chain (h* hl) is a local 

There are several open questions of interest; for 
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example, what conditions on a ring R would guarantee 

that it be an extension of a chain of (regular) 

local rings, and which properties of (regular) local 

rings are also enjoyed by such extensions. 
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